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Recent Trends in the Design and Construction of Cable-Stayed Bridges

Developpements dans le projet et la realisation des ponts ä haubans

Neuere Entwicklungen in Entwurf und Bau von Schrägkabelbrücken
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SUMMARY
Recently constructed long-span cable-stayed bridges are surveyed. In competition mainly with
concrete decks cable-stayed bridges with composite steel girders have of late proven very successful in
North America. Their design and construction characteristics are outlined and the reasons for their
success are given.

RESUME
Des ponts ä haubans r£cemment construits sont examinäs. En AmeVique du Nord, les ponts ä haubans
sont devenus tres compätitifs, par rapport aux ponts en b6ton. Les particularites du projet et de la
realisation ainsi que les raisons de leur succes sont expliquöes.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
In jüngster Zeit gebaute Schrägkabelbrücken werden untersucht. Im Wettbewerb hauptsächlich mit
Betonbrücken haben sich Schrägkabelbrücken mit Verbundbalken letzthin in Nordamerika als sehr
erfolgreich erwiesen. Ihre Besonderheiten in Entwurf und Bauausführung werden beschrieben und die
Gründe für ihren Erfolg erläutert.
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Dedicated to Professor Fritz Leonhardt
on the occasion of his 75th Anniversary in respectful appreciation of his
decisive contributions to the development of modern cable-stayed bridges

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the IABSE survey on cable-stayed bridges in 1980 [1] significant new
deveiopments have taken place as outlined in Table 1 and Fig. 1.

Girder material No Name Country Completed Main Span

Steel

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

Severi n
Knie
Duisburg-N.
St. Nazaire
Meikonlshi
Hitsuishijima
Yokohama.oh

Germany
Germany
Germany
France
Japan
Japan
Japan

1959
1969
1971
1975
1984
1988
1989

302
320
350
404
405
420
460

Asymmetrie, doubled
with free cantilever
length

(2)
(S)

Knie
Flehe

Germany
Germany

1969
1979

2x318=636
2x324=648

Concrete
9

10
11

Dniepr
8rotonne
Barr. d. Luna

USSR

France
Spain

1976
1977
1983

300
320
440

Asyrmietrlc, douDled
with free cantilever
length

(12) E. Huntington USA 1984 2x233=466

Composite 13
14

Hooghly
Annaci s

India
Canada

1987
1988

457
465

&I2I

MAIN
SPAN m

0_
SleeJ

.s«J*

_¦—& Steel Beom

Q—© Concrete Beom

_—_ Composite Beam

1970 1975 1980 1985

YEAR OF COMPLETION

Table 1 Fig. 1

Cable-stayed record main spans in the order of their completion

From the very beginning of modern cable-stayed bridges those with steel beams

always had the longest main spans [2]. This changed in 1983, when the lead went
to a bridge with a concrete beam, the Barrios de Luna Bridge in Spain, with a
main span of 440 m [3]. This span length will be exceeded soon by two bridges
presently under construction with composite beams. These bridges are the Hooghly
River Bridge, Calcutta, India (main span 457 m) and the Annacis Bridge,
Vancouver, B.C. (main span 465m). If, however, the main span lengths of asym-
metric cable-stayed bridges with only one tower were doubled by adding a second,
Symmetrie half, the Rhine Bridge Flehe would have the longest steel span with
648 m, followed by the Knie-Bridge with a 636 m span. The longest concrete main
span would then belong to the East Huntington Bridge with 466 m, see Table 1 and

Fig. 1.
The oecurrence of composite beams indicates an important future trend in the
design and construction of cable-stayed bridges. This is best illustrated with
recent bidding results from the US and Canada, where two official designs with
different materials for the girder were tendered, Table 2.

Cable-stayed

Bridge

Year or

Bid

Bid Prices

Cone 1 Steel 1Composite Steel
Concrete

Cost Rati

Composite

1

Composite
(H1o US-J) Steel Concrete

Dame Point
East Huntington

1979

1981
64,8
23,5

84,8
33,3

1,31
1,42 -

-

Sunshine Skyway 1982 71,1 73,8 - - 1,04

Heirton-Steubenv.
Annacis
Quincy

1983

1984

1984

no offer
56,0

no offer

32,6 19,9
45,8
17,2

:
0,61

0,82
17,2 /-

Table 2 Bidding results for cable-stayed bridges in com¬

petitive bidding in North America, from [8]
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Bridges with an all-steel beam were, for spans up to 400 m, always significantly
more expensive than those with a concrete beam. The steel composite alternate for
the Sunshine Skyway Bridge, instead, tendered in 1982, lost in competitive
bidding against the concrete alternate by only 4 % [4]. All subsequent 3 competitive

biddings were won clearly by the composite alternates, with the vast majority
of contractors bidding this Solution.

Year Main Total1) Traffic Designers
No Name Country compl. Span

(m)
Length

(inj
Type

1 Strömsund Sweden 1956 183 332 Road OEMAG/Dischinger

2 Buchen Br. Germany 1956 59 85 Road Gollnow & Sohn

3 Sitka Harbor USA 1975 137 229 Road Gute & Nottingham

4 Heer-Agimont Beigi um 1975 124 202 Road Bureau des Pont s

5 Tilff Beigium 1976 52 71 Pedestr. Jennehomme & Jodssin

6 Arnheim Holland 1977 36 86 Pedestr. C. Pet

7 Sieglang.Br. Austria 1977 86 146 Pedestr. Horst Passer

8 Steyregg.Br. Austri a 1979 161 242 Road VOEST-Alpine

9 Skyway USA -- 366 659 Road Greiner Eng. Sc. with
Leonhardt, Andrä u. P.

lü Weirton-St. USA under
constr.

250 460 Road Michael Baker Corp.

11 Hooghly R.8r. Indi a under
constr

457 823 Road Leonhardt, Andrä u. P.
Schiai ch u. P

*ith
12 Annaci s Canada under

constr.
465 931 Road Buckland & Taylor with

CBA Engineering
13 Quincy USA under

constr.
274 543 Road Modjesky & Masters

14 Savannah USA under
design

305 564 Road Greiner Eng. Sc. with
Leonhardt, Andrä u. P.

Table 3

Cable-stayed bridges
with composite beams

1) Stayed Spans

A survey on cable-stayed bridges with composite beams is given in Table 3. It is
interesting to note that the first modern cable-stayed bridge, the Strömsund
Bridge in Sweden, was already built with a concrete roadway slab, although it was
used in this case only for the transfer of local wheel loads to the steel grid.
All recorded cable-stayed all-steel bridges completed or under construction
after 1982 are located in Japan. A recent survey on cable-stayed bridges in Japan
[5] shows that a total of 20 major bridges are currently in various states of
progress.
It is worthwhile to mention that China started to build cable-stayed bridges in
1975, having completed 11 bridges of this type to date, all with concrete girders
and towers, Table 4.

No Name
Year
opened
for Tr.

Hain
Span
(m)

Total1)
Length

(mi
Traffic

1 Yunyang Bridge, Sichuan 1975 76 146 Highway

2 Songjiang Xinwu Bridqe, Shanghai 1975 54 102 Highway

3 Dagu River Bridge, Qing Oao 1977 104 196 H i ghway

4 Ankang Hanjiang Bridge, Shan Xi 1979 120 192 Hi ghway

5 Changxindao Bridge, Liaoning 1980 176 342 Hi ghway

6 Santai Fujiang Bridge, Sichuan 1980 128 240 Highway

7 Hongshui River Bridge, Guang Xi 1981 96 192 Rai1way

8 Jinchuan Bridge, Sichuan 1981 71 H i ghway

9 Jian Huanghe River Bridge, Shandong 1982 220 488 Hi ghway

10 The Mao River Bridge, Shanghai 1982 200 370 Hi ghway

11 Shangyu Zhang Zhen Bridge, Zhejiang 1983 72 126 Highway

Table 4

Cable-stayed bridges in China

Cable-Stayed Spans
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2. GENERAL LAYOUT

For bridges over large waterways the main span lengths are increasingly governed
by considerations in the prevention of ship collision with piers or superstructure

[6], [7]. The safest Solution is always to place the piers out of the reach
of ships. Otherwise the piers have to be protected, e.g. by artificial islands or
made strong enough to withstand the collision impact force.
The side span lengths depend mainly on the ratio of beam dead weight to live
load, see [1, Table 7]. In order to keep the uplift forces at the anchor piers
small, long side spans are required. However, such long side spans may cause the
backstay cables to be unloaded too much by live load in the side spans and to be

subjected, for a given live load, to very high fatigue stresses.
The cable spacing in the longitudinal direction is governed by two adverse
considerations:

short distances are required for a beam erection without intermediate
supports in order not to exceed Single cable capacities, to achieve a uniform
cable force introduction at the beam and to keep the simple span moments
between cables small
long distances are required in order to reduce the number of cables and
girder sections to be installed.

Suitable cable distances for concrete girders lie between 5 and 10m, for
composite girders between 10 and 15 m and for all-steel girders between 15 and 25 m.

3. BEAMS

3.1 Concrete Beams

Typical beam cross-sections of recent long-span cable-stayed concrete bridges
eonsist of rather flat boxes, Fig. 2. For shorter spans solid slabs have been

61,700

»-Si IL-4--~i i ir
,4280 .._£_«> 3 ,«80

Main Span 3655m
2 Cross-girders al cables
Roadway Slab 1 300mm

Designed in 1974

DÜSSELDORF FLEHE

^3970^ - .&1Q+

Main Span 440 m

Cross-girders al cables
Roadway Slab t=200mm

Completed 19B3

BARRIOS DE LUNA

Main Span 465m

Nd cross-girders
Roadway Slab tr200mm
Designed in 1983

ANNACIS. Concrete Alternate

Fig. 2 Cross-sections of long-span cable-stayed concrete bridge beams

proposed. For such cross-sections with a maximum stiffness for a given depth
bending stresses are minimized. The small depth renders a torsionally weak beam,
so that two outside cable planes are necessary.

3.2 Composite Girders
The overriding consideration for a cable-stayed composite beam is to keep the
tensile stresses in the concrete roadway slab as small as possible. This is best
achieved by inverted U-shapes where the center of gravity is located very close
to the concrete topping, Fig. 3.

j 29100

I 1 _L-n-i._rn_rJ*r P*d*-iiVi_ni —
1 1

1 IS-
S

3_DOÖ'4^

Main Span 4S7m

Floor Beams at 4.1m

CIP Roadway. t_230mm
Under Construction

HOOGHLY RIVER BRIDGE

V«
27.991 •

Main Span 366m

Floor Beams at _Bm
Precast Slabs.t 229mm

Designed in 1982.

SKYWAY BRIDGE.Steel Alternate

=fcr_T
JMS

_-r_Ht
Main Span 465m
Floor Beams at 45m
Precast Slabs.t_215mm
Under Construction

ANNACIS BRIDGE.Steel Alternate

Fig. 3 Cross-sections of long-span cable-stayed composite bridge beams
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The cables are directly anchored to the outside main girders so that very little
torsional beam stiffness is required; the overall torsional stiffness may be
increased by converging the cables at the top of an A-shaped tower, [4].
The bending moments are mainly carried by the steel grid, whereas the significant
compression forces from inclined cables are mainly taken by the concrete deck
slab, whose shrinkage and creep can be kept low, e.g. by using well matured
precast slabs, Fig. 4., and a concrete mix with a low water/cement ratio and

superplasticiser. In this way the ratio of E steel /E concrete after shrinkage and

creep, may come to only about 11 [4], whereas for a cast-in-place deck this ratio
is in the ränge of 20. This means that the concrete participation for long-term
loads for a cast-in-place roadway is only about one half as effective as for
precast roadway slabs.
The precast slabs should be connected with staggered cast-in-place joints located
at the points of counterflexure between floor beams across which the slab
reinforcement is lapped, Fig. 4.

2 7t 3.81
"

3.81 381 61" FiO. 4
-— - -m —; —a—

4 p'o-"»-"» Precast deck slabs and their
joints as proposed for the
Sunshine Skyway Bridge, Steel
Alternate, from [4]
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4. TOWERS

The trend for towers appears to go away
from the more complicated A- and diamond
shapes to simpler, possibly modified
H-shapes, Fig. 5. The cables form two
straight vertical planes intersecting
the tower axes in the anchorage region.
The tower material will generally be
concrete, as the cost of compression
members from concrete is only about 2/3
of those from steel. Only extremely bad
soil conditions may occasionally favor
steel towers.

Compression forces in the
roadway slab in addition to
those from inclined cables may
be created by choosing positve

_ moments in the beam under
r_ permanent loads, e.g. in the

bridge center and near the
anchor piers. Prestress in the
roadway slab can be avoided by
providing a sufficient amount
of closely spaced rebars for
crack control.
n

*>

-5COQ

ANNACIS BRIDGE

3SfW

HOOGHLY RIVER
Steel Composile

3_00O +
BARRIOS DE LUNA

Fig.5 Tower shapes for recent long-
span cable-stayed bridges

5. CABLES

The general trend for cable arrangement is to discontinue the corresponding
fore-and backstay cables at the towers and to anchor them separately, e.g. in
order to permit exchange of any single cable. A new type of cable anchorage for a
steel or composite girders is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 Stay cable anchorage at
composite girder

A new development for stay cables
may be the use of polythylen (PE)
extruded onto galvanized wires or
Strands for corrosion protection.
New methods have also been developed

for fabricating parallel
Strand cables from components on
site in their final location, e.g.
for the bridge Barrios de Luna.

3

wN__

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The recent great success of cable-stayed bridges with composite girders has two
main reasons:

the manhours required for fabrication and erection of a concrete roadway slab
are significantly lower than for an orthotropic steel deck
the girder segments for a composite beam can be split up during erection into
steel grids and precast slabs, with each component having much smaller
weights than the corresponding complete concrete beam sections.

For shorter spans below about 250 m concrete beams with solid slab cross-sections
and two cable planes may be appropriate. However, for spans above that, composite
beams with inverted U-shaped girders and two cable planes may be predominant.
Steel beams with an orthotropic deck are restricted to very long spans 700 m),
heavy live loads, bad soil conditions and/or difficult erection conditions.
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